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Synopsis 
There is a need for an encoded representation of a Devanagari text element, “candra a”. 
Precedent suggests that this be encoded as a new, atomic character. However, existing 
implementations are able to display the requisite graphic form using a sequence of 
existing characters. UTC needs to determine what the encoded representation of candra a 
shall be. 
 

Details 
SS Thattey (sthattey@barc.gov.in) has brought to our attention the need to represent a 
text element used in Marathi documents. This text element is used in writing load words 
from languages such as English to represent the vowel sound /æ/ (e.g. the “a” in “apple”).  
 
Others have mentioned a letter they deemed to be missing from Unicode. For instance, 
Gautam Sengupta [1] mentions that Marathi uses “a CANDRA mounted on A”, and that 
Unicode does not represent this missing “DEVANAGARI LETTER CANDRA A”. 
 
The following images illustrate the text element in question: 
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Figure 1. CANDRA A in a list of vowel letters of the Marathi alphabet ([2], p. 13) 
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Figure 2. CANDRA A in a table of vowel representations ([2], p. 19) 
 
There is little question that an encoded representation for CANDRA A is needed. The 
question is what that encoded representation should be: a new atomic character, or a 
sequence of existing characters. 
 
The practice for encoding of independent vowels that are formed from a basic vowel 
letter (such as the LETTER A) plus some diacritic sign has been to encode these as separate, 
atomic characters. This includes at least the following cases: 
 

 U+0904 DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT A 
 U+0907 DEVANAGARI LETTER I 
 U+090D DEVANAGARI LETTER CANDRA E 
 U+090E DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT E 
 U+0910 DEVANAGARI LETTER AI 
 U+0911 DEVANAGARI LETTER CANDRA O 
 U+0912 DEVANAGARI LETTER SHORT O 
 U+0913 DEVANAGARI LETTER O 
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 U+0914 DEVANAGARI LETTER AU 
 
All of these are potentially decomposable to sequences of other characters (e.g. <0905, 
0946> could be seen as a decomposition of 0904). However, none of these characters has 
a decomposition mapping. To deal with confusability, TUS 5.0 added text stating that 
such sequences should not be used (see Table 9-1 and surrounding text on p. 299). 
 
Precedent suggests that CANDRA A can be treated the same way and encoded as a new 
atomic character. The counterargument is that there are existing implementations that 
follow the guidance in TUS 5.0, not supporting sequences that would be confusable with 
existing characters in TUS 5.0, but that do support other sequences that are not in the 
scope of that guidance since the composite text element is not encoded as an atomic 
character in TUS 5.0. Such implementations could support the sequence <0905, 0945>, 
which would have the visual appearance of CANDRA A. This is true, for instance, in the 
case of Devanagari support in Windows Vista: 
 

Figure 3. CANDRA A displayed using a character sequence in Windows Vista 
 
The question before UTC, then, is whether to encode a new atomic character 
DEVANAGARI LETTER CANDRA A and specify that the sequence <0905, 0945> 
should not be used, or to specify that this sequence is considered to be the encoded 
representation for Devanagari candra a. 
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